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SUMMARY 

BUSCA models the decontamination of a bubble as it rises through a water pool. 
The bubble may contain a mixture of non-condensable gases, steam, iodine vapor 
and aerosol particles. The bubble thermal-hydraulics are modeled as well as the 
removal of soluble vapor and aerosol contaminants. 

The code was originally developed at SRD (part of the UK Atomic Energy 
Authority) during the mid 1980's. A description of an early version of the code 
was presented in Reference^). Since then, the code has been further enhanced 
by collaboration within the European Pool Scrubbing Group and additional 
mechanisms included in its calculations. In particular, PSI (Paul Scherrer 
Institute, Wuerenlingen) has converted the original FACSIMILE code into 
FORTRAN and added different bubble initial volume, geometry and bubble rise 
speed options, UPM (Universidad Politecnica de Madrid) has added the bubble 
breakup modelling and SRD has added the cluster and plume features. 

This report describes the BUSCA code version JUN91 which treats the bubble 
hydrodynamics and removal of aerosol particles and soluble gas in an attempt to 
calculate the decontamination factor (mass in/mass out), including its input and 
output requirements. 

It must be stressed that the development of BUSCA is an on-going project. 
Currently SRD and PSI have added additional models in their own versions. 



Preface 

Much of the work included in the JUN91 version of the BUSCA has been 
realized via collaboration within the European Pool Scrubbing Group. This 
report presents the status of the JUN91 version of BUSCA which provides 
the basis for the future enhancement. 

Although the rest of the European Pool Scrubbing Group has actively 
participated in the discussions, model reviews, assessment and model 
development, the report is published by the following three organizations at 
the same time with the given Reference numbers, as the main code 
developers. This version of the code belongs to these organizations and the 
terms and the conditions are determined in the three-party-contract signed 
by these organizations. Any further BUSCA development and use of this 
version must reference this manual. The terms and the conditions of the 
release of the BUSCA JUN91 version to third parties are also determined in 
this contract. 

This manual is published by the following organizations: 

AEA Technology Consultancy Services (SRD) (UK) Publication Number: SRD/ N/496 
Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland) Publication number: PSI Report Nr: 95-05 
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH Köln (FRG) Publication Number: 116. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The original version of BUSCA(1) (BUbble Scrubbing Algorithm) was 
developed at SRD during 1985. Since then, it has undergone further 
development at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Wuerenlingen and 
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), Cologne. 

BUSCA is a mechanistic computer code which incorporates full coupling of 
the thermal-hydraulics and decontarroration of a bubble as it rises through 
a water pool. The bubble may contain a mixture of steam and 
non-condensable gases, along with aerosol and or I2 vapor contaminants. It 
has important applications in nuclear safety analysis, such as enabling the 
efficiency of PWR quench tanks and BWR suppression pools in retaining 
fission products to be estimated. There are also certain hypothetical accident 
sequences such as Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR), containment 
by-pass (V-Sequence) and core-concrete interactions where the retention of 
fission products in surrounding water could be relevant. 

This report documents the physical modelling incorporated in the code, as 
well as the input and output facilities. 

2. THERMAL HYDRAULIC MODELS 

BUSCA treats the situation where contaminated gas is released into a pool of 
water, forming bubbles which rise to the pool surface and discharge their 
remaining contents to the above pool atmosphere. The carrier gas may be a 
mixture of non-condensable gases, steam, soluble iodine vapor and aerosol 
particles. At the injection point, some aerosol particles will be removed im
mediately due to jet impaction. After calculating this effect, BUSCA then 
considers a representative, discrete bubble formed after injection and 
possible breakup, and models its behavior as it rises to the pool surface 
under its own buoyancy either individually or in a swarm. Under typical 
conditions, rapid condensation of steam occurs soon after injection. 
Thereafter, pool water evaporates into the bubble as its pressure falls during 
rise. This Section describes the equations governing the bubble's thermal 
hydraulic behavior as it rises to the surface. 
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2.1 Bobble Pressure 

The total bubble pressure is assumed 10 equal the surrounding water 
pressure, with a small correction for surface tension effects 

PB=Po + Pgz + ^ -

K E 

where 

p0 = atmospheric pressure at pool surface, z=0 

p = water density at given pool temperature 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
z = bubble submergence 
o = surface tension of bubble 
Rg = volume equivalent sphere radius 

2.2 Bubble Volume and Composition 

The initial bubble volume, VB(0), may be either specified as user input (IOPIB 
= 000) or calculated from the injection flow rate and orifice diameter. The six 
models available are described below. However, it should be noted that they 
predict the initial globule size. The bubble or bubble generated at the 
discharge device (orifice, downcomer or side opening) may be subject to 
break up if the individual bubble size is greater the size dictated by the 
hydrodynamical stability if the bubble break up option (see Section 2.13) is 
turned on. If the bubble size is greater than this equilibrium size and the 
break up option is not activated, then they are likely to give pessimistic 
results. 

It is useful first to define the dimensionless orifice Weber Number, We, and 
the orifice Eotwos Number, Eo, upon which some of the models depend : 

G 

where 

v = injection flow velocity through orifice(s) 
p = pool density 
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D = orifice diameter 
o = surface tension of pool against bubble 

2.2.1 Theoretical Model 

The theoretical model is based on the work of Ramakrishnan et al<2>. Bubble 
formation is assumed to take place in two stages, namely the "expansion 
phase" when the bubble is still joined to the orifice, and the "detachment 
phase" during which the bubble moves away from the orifice but is still 
connected via a narrow neck. The final bubble volume is then given by V* = 
V» + Qtd, where V™ is the volume at the end of the expansion phase, Q is the 
volumetric flow rate from the orifice and td is the detachment time. 

First of all, the volume of the globule attached to the orifice at the end of its 
expansion phase V« is calculated by iterating the expression 

V~ =(a + b.c + d) ,3/5 

where 

a = 
11 

1 9 2 J C ( — ' 

C = ÜQV«1 / 3 

2/3 

g 

Q 2 H = L 5 

(3 V/3 
g 

d = cos* V, 
Pg 

and r\ is the dynamic viscosity of the pool. Ramakrishnan et al assume that 
cos<t)= 1, corresponding to a spherical bubble. 

To start the iteration off, Wai
1 is set equal to 10 8 m 3 . The iteration is assumed 

to have converged when V«1+1 lies within 0.001% of V«j or when 500 
iterations have been performed. Note that this expression tends to a 
non-zero volume as the flow rate tends to zero. 

The final bubble volume at the time of detachment from the orifice is then 

also calculated by iteration, using the expression 

V1
f
+ 1={(V«)2

+a1(R«+a2 +a3)} , / 2 

where 
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» i = 
16g/119 

16rcDo ^ (V ' -V") 
a2 = cos(j) llpQ i1 +96rc025R^rnl 

1 HP9 J 
24n (V,f)2/3-(V°)2/3 

a 3 ~ •* ^ o V/3 

,4rcj P 2Q 2 u967c025R^Tn 
3 ' llpQ 

R* is the sphere equivalent radius corresponding to volume V". The 
iteration is initialized by setting V1! equal to the calculated value of V«, and 
assumed to have converged when V^, comes within 0.001% of Vf, or the 
number of iterations exceeds 500. The initial bubble volume to be used by 
BUSCA is then set at V*. 

2.2.2 EPRI Horizontal Vent Correlation 

The EPRI horizontal vent correlation is based on bubble hydrodynamics 
experiments reported by Paul et al*3' and is given by 

VB(0) = 0.0429 (1000v)092(1000D)2 M 10"9. 

A warning message is printed if the Weber Number lies outside the range 
40 < We < 4X106. This correlation represents the volume of the initial bubble 
globule formed at the orifice, rather than the size reached after shattering. It 
is therefore pessimistic if bubble breakup is not subsequently taken into 
account. 

2.2.3 EPRI Vertical Vent Correlation 

The EPRI vertical vent correlation is also based on the hydrodynamics 
experiments reported by Paul et al<3> and the same comments apply as above. 
It is given by 

VB(0) = 0.0505 (1000v)095(1000D)238 10"9. 

A warning message is printed if the Weber Number lies outside the range 
40<We<4xl0 6 . 
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2.2.4 SPARC Horizontal Vent Correlation 

The SPARC horizontal vent correlation14' is expressed as 

VB(0) = ^[0.1607We073Eo^5D3] 

A warning message is printed if the Weber Number lies outside the range 
40 < We < 4X106. 

2.2.5 SPARC Downcomer Vent Model 

The SPARC downcomer vent correlation is expressed as 

VB(0) = —[0.0167We046Eo-°5D3] 
o 

A warning message is printed if the Weber Number hes outside the range 
40 < We < 4x106. 

2.2.6 SPARC Quencher Model 

The SPARC quencher correlation is expressed as 

VB(0) = — [0^469WeaÄEo"a5D3] 

A warning message is printed if the Weber Number lies outside the range 
40 < We < 4X106. 

2.2.7 Bubble Composition 

Having determined the initial volume and pressure of the bubble, and given 
the initial mole fractions, X,(0), of each gas in the input, it is then possible to 
calculate the initial composition of the bubble from the Perfect Gas Law: 

n1(0)=X,(0)pB(0) vB(Q) 
RGTB(0) 

where 
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iij = number of moles of each gas present in the bubble 
RQ = gas constant 
TB = bubble temperature 

The number of moles of non-condensable gases in the bubble remain 
constant. However, the moles of steam and soluble gases will vary with time, 
as described in Sections 2.7 and 4 respectively. The bubble volume VB at 
later times is calculated using the Perfect Gas Law 

B r ' ps 

The equation governing the bubble temperature is described in Section 2.11. 

2.3 Bubble Shape 

The BUSCA-JUN91 version allows the user to choose one of five options for 
the bubble shape, which are described in the following subsections. The 
definition of the bubble Eotwos and Reynolds Numbers which some of the 
methods use are as follows: 

gpdi 
a 

UBdE£ 
*1 

where 

p = pool density 

dE = volume equivalent sphere diameter 

ö = bubble surface tension 

UB = bubble rise speed 

Tj = dynamic viscosity of pool 

2.3.1 Theoretical Model Based on Re and Eo 

This theoretical model for determining the bubble shap~ is based on the 
shape regime map in Bhaga and Weber'5'. If 

f (EoB) = 3.44 + exp{l.3728(toEoB + 2.3)}, 
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then the bubble shape is specified as follows : 

(i) ReB > 46 
EoB > 40 : spherical cap 
EoB < 40 : 

ReB > flEo^ : oblate ellipsoid 
ReB < fiEo^ : sphere 

(ü) 0 < ReB < 0.188 : sphere 

(iii) 0.188 <ReB< 46 
EoB > 6.23 : oblate ellipsoid 
EoB < 6 .23: 

ReB > flEo^ : oblate ellipsoid 
ReB < ffEOg) : sphere 

Having determined the bubble shape, the bubble semi-angle and surface 
areas are calculated using the same expressions as described below. 

2.3.2 Spherical Geometry 

In this case, the radius of curvature of the bubble, R^ is simply the volume 
equivalent sphere radius 

^c = RE« 

The total curved surface area available for deposition is 

Ac = 4rcRE
2. 

The area between 6 = 45° and 135° available for diffusional deposition (see 
Section 3.6) is 

90* 

AD = 2 J(27iREsin8) REd6 
45' 

= 4nRE
2cos458 = 4nRE

2cos45° 

AF = 0 

The bubble semi-angle, <)>, is 180°. 
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2.3.3 Oblate Ellipsoid 

This option uses curve fits to Harmathy's'6) graphs and the work of 
Loertscher at a l^ to determine the major and minor axes a and b (sae 
Figure 1) of the ellipsoid, depending on the Eotwos Number. 

(i) EoB < 0.8 

a/b = 1 (i.e. bubble is actu ally a sphere) 

(ii) 0.8 <EoB < 38.5 

a/b = 0.8526 + 0.22498EoB - 0.56918x10"2EoB
2 

+ 0.486xlO-4EoB3 

(iii) 38.5 < EoB < 2000 

a/b = 3.85 + 7.6472x10 5 (EoB - 38.5) 

(iv) Eo B >2000 

a /b = 4 . 

If a/b turns out to be less than one, then a and b are swapped so that a is 
the major axis and b is the minor axis. The volume of an oblate ellipsoid is 

VB=frca2b , 

hence, the ratio a /b >1 calculated above can be used to find a and b : 

(3VB / K V / 3
 K

 a 
a = Ufa/bJ ' b = a7b-

The eccentricity of the ellipse, e. is defined by 

e = ( l - b 2 / a 2 ) 1 / 2 

Its total surface area is given by 

, Kb1 fl + e^ A»a2*a+—*{—ej 

The assumption is then made that the floor area of the bubble is 20% of the 
total area, and the upper curved surface is 80% 

AF = 0.2Atot. Ac = 0.8Atot 
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and the area available for diffusive deposition is 

AD 
_ | { A C - 2[27iRc(l - cos45*)] if this is positive 

Ac otherwise 

where Rj. is set to the volume equivalent sphere radius, Rg. The bubble 
semi-angle is set to <i> = 135°. 

2.3.4 Spherical Cap with Varying Semi-angle 

The geometry of a spherical cap bubble is shown in Figure 2, but in the 
varying semi-angle case it is approximated in the first instance by an oblate 
ellipsoid of major and minor axes a and b. The semi-angle and radius of 
curvature of the spherical cap bubble is then estimated using curve fits to 
Harmathy's*6' graphs of a/b versus EoB and the work of Loertscher at al'7). 

(i) EoB < 38.5 

a/b = 0.8526 + 0.22498EoB - 0.56918x10 2EoB
2 

+ 0.486xlO-4EoB3 

(u) 38.5 < EoB < 2000 

a/b = 3.85 + 7.6472x10-5 (EoB - 38.5) 

(iii) EoB>2000 

a/b = 4 . 

This time, a is calculated using 

1/3 

*a — . 
a — ' 

6VB 

nb/a(3 + (b/a)2) 

the bubble semi-angle is set at 

+ = S Jarctan(b/a), 

and the radius of curvature is defined by 

a(l + (b /a) 2 ) 
c " 2 b / a ' 
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The area of the flat base (AF), upper curved surface (AJ and area between 
10° and <(>-100 available for diffusional deposition (Ap) are then given by 

AF = K[RC sin <»2 

Ac =27tRc(l-cos<()) 

AD =27iRc(coslOa -cos(<t>-10)) 

2.3.5 Spherical Cap with Fixed Semi-angle, 55° 

This option corresponds to the geometry assumed by the original version of 

BUSCA. It is suitable for large gas bubbles, more than 5cm3 in volume. 

The bubble volume may be defined in terms of the radius of curvature, R,., 
and bubble semi-angle, <{>, as 

R c s ln* 

VB = 2TC J rS(r)dr 
o 

2 L 3 1 , I , 
= — nil—cos<|> +—cos <t>̂ Rc 

where £(r) = (R^-r2)1 '2 - R,.cos<t> is the bubble height as a function of distance 
from the axis of symmetry, r. 

This expression can easily be inverted to give the radius of curvature of a 
bubble of known volume and semi-angle <f>=550: 

Rc = 1.268VB
1/3. 

Surface areas AF, \ and AQ are then a special case of those defined above 

AF = n(0.67101)Rc 

Ac = 2n(0.42642)R£ 

AD = 271(0.2777^ 

2.4 Single Bubble Rise Speed 

BUSCA-JUN91 version allows the user to specify any one of five different rise 
speeds, UB, corresponding to the five shape options above. Under normal 
circumstances, the bubble rise speed option IOPBV and the bubble shape 
option IOPSH should be equal. 
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2.4.1 Wallis' Five Regime Correlation!8) 

First of all the dimensionless Morton Number is defined 

Mo = 4 • 
ptf 

and a so-called maximum bubble radius is calculated, 

(« V/2 

I -
VI 

R™" = 2.33 — 
pg; 

where 

11 = dynamic viscosity of bubble gas 
p = pool density 
o~ = bubble surface tension 

If the volume equivalent sphere radius, Rg, is greater than Rmax, then the 
bubble rise speed is set to 

UB = 1.003V(gR7). 

Otherwise, UB is found by iteration (starting with the value 0.01 ms1) using 
four different expressions, depending on the Reynolds Number rai?ge. The 
Reynolds Number is defined in terms of the current (i'th) estimate of UB as 

Re,=2REU £ 
i E B . i ^ 

The four possible expressions for UB are then : 

(i) Re4 < 2 

U B 1 + I = 2 R ^ 
B..+ l E 9 l 1 

(ii) 2 < Re, <4.02 Mo-°2n 

UB.1+1 =0.33UO0g) 0 7 6 f^j (100RE)12810-2 
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(iii) 4.02 Mo0 2 1 4 < Re, < 3.1 Mo0 25 

UBl+i=l-35 f ^ lO"2 

(iv) Rei>3.1 Mo0 2 5 

/ m n . i ^ f 5 

UB,+i = 1-53 100gl(rq 
10-3p J 

10 - 2 

The iteration is stopped when UB1+1 lies within 0.001% of UBi, or after 30 
iterations. 

2.4.2 Spherical Geometry 

Batchelod9' derives the rise speed of a spherical bubble, radius R,., rising 
steadily through an inviscid fluid 

uB=fVte*M 

2.4.3 Oblate Ellipsoid 

Wairegi and Grace<10> show that 

sin(e) - eVd-e2) 

where 

e = eccentricity = (1 - bVa2)1 '2 

2.4.4 Spherical Cap 

Batchelor<9' shows that the rise speed for a spherical cap bubble of radius of 
curvature Rp is the same as that of a sphere of this radius, due to the fact 
that the entrained wake behind a cap shaped bubble approximately 
completes the sphere. The spherical cap rise speed is thus 

uB=|V(gRcT 
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Davies and Taylor*11' have tested this expression experimentally, and found it 
to be accurate for bubbles larger than 2 cm3 in volume. Note that R,. is 
estimated from an ellipsoidal geometry in the varying semi-angle case (see 
Section 2.3.4). 

2.5 CLUSTER AND PLUME MODELLING 

Two cluster models, the GEC and Colder's cluster models, and one plume 
model, the Sjoen plume model, have been incorporated into BUSCA. In all 
three models, the main aim of the calculations is to determine an enhanced 
bubble rise velocity. The algorithms described in this paper concern 
themselves with calculation of average rise velocities for the cluster or 
plume. This in turn is then taken to be the average absolute bubble rise 
velocity. The absolute rise velocity is an important parameter in determining 
Decontamination Factors (DFs). A faster bubble rise leads to a shorter gas 
residence time in the pool which in turn lowers the overall DF. In the present 
implementation, the relative bubble-liquid velocity remains unaltered so that 
the circulation rate in the bubble and the aerosol removal processes remain 
unaffected. 

2.5.1 Cluster Models 

A cluster is defined as a collection of bubbles formed when a large globule of 
gas breaks up. 

GEC cluster model 

In this model bubbles formed from the breakup of a larger gas globule rise 
through the surrounding liquid as an approximately spherical cluster. 
Internal circulation in the cluster is upward near the vertical center axis and 
downward near the boundaries. This flow pattern is similar to the Hills 
vortex'31'. Assuming that all the energy imparted in the globule breakup is 
transferred to the Hills vortex the cluster rise velocity is calculated as, 

2 28 „ a 
v: =—gY 

c 3 0 s 1-a 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and a is the void fraction. Y is the 
bubble breakup distance. In order to determine the cluster velocity we need 
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only to know the void fraction a and the initial bubble breakup distance Y. 
Studies of bubble behavior made during GEC's fission product scrubbing 
program indicate that typical void fractions are of the order 0.5 to 0.66. At 
present BUSCA assumes a = 0.5. Y is taken to be one half the detachment 
diameter*31J dd given by, 

where, 

D is the orifice diameter, 
Q is the gas injection rate into the globule. 

Colder's cluster model 

In this cluster model both the cluster and the bubbles are assumed to be 
spherical with the bubbles arranged to form a cubic lattice within the 
cluster. Bubble spacing in the lattice is twice the bubble diameter dE. Cluster 
rise velocity is calculated from the following expression. 

vc = 2.22lVd7 (!-«) + 
a3 9 

0.5812 

This allows a determination of the cluster rise velocity by simply specifying 
the volumetric flow rate Q, the void fraction a and the volume equivalent 
sphere diameter dE. 

2.5.2 Plume Modelling 

A plume of bubbles is formed when the gas injection rate into the pool is 
continuous, resulting in large releases of gas. 

The plume model incorporated into BUSCA- JUN91 has resulted from a study 
of uncontrolled releases of oil and gas from the seabed and drilling 
platforms'32*. Hydrodynamic models have been developed to simulate these 
release mechanisms and comparisons with experimental data have helped 
establish the mathematical model. Good agreement between the model and 
data is seen over a wide range of gas flow rates and pool depths. The report 
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by Sjoen»325 has included in it a full listing of the FORTRAN program used to 
simulate these release conditions. This code has been included in BUSCA-
JUN91 without modification and thus forms the basis of the BUSCA plume 
velocity calculations. 

The model is based on two-phase flow. In general, mass momentum and 
energy conservation equations for each phase are expressed in terms of sets 
of partial differential equations. The mass and momentum transfer rates 
between the two phases are then defined, leading to a closure of the plume 
wide equation set. A number of simplifying assumptions are made to ease 
the solution of this equation set. Firstly, all conservation equations are time 
averaged to remove turbulent features. Secondly, phase transfer rates are 
expressed in terms of a mixture model. 

In this paper it would serve little purpose to go into the details of the 
equation set. Their formulation is more than adequately covered in the report 
by Sjoen'32'. However, it is instructive to show the form of these equations as 
specified in BUSCA. This will provide the interested reader with a link 
between the Sjoen paper and BUSCA. 

Solution of the equation set is determined by three parameters, namely the 
relative velocity between the two phases (Wr), the rate of plume spread 
(entrainment coefficient ß) and a scaling factor relating the velocity and void 
fraction profiles [\). In addition, the volumetric flow rate and pool depth are 
required as input. The plume width and velocity and a measure of the void 
fraction are then calculated as the plume rises. The actual equation set that 
is solved is, 

M2 ac = ? 

B'(W + K6Wr)(l-Z) 

-j | (WB2(l-K7a c)) = WB 

d :(W2B2(l-K8a c)) = 
dZv ° " ' (W + K6Wr)(l-Z) 

where, 
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a c(z) is the void fraction, 
Kj-Kg are a set of scaling constants , 
Z is a non-dimensional axial cylindrical coordinate, 
W is a non-dimensional axial velocity component from which the 

cluster rise velocity is calculated, 
B is a non-dimensional plume width, 
M2 is a void fraction parameter, 
Wr is the non-dimensional axial velocity component for the relative 

velocity between the two phases . 

Here we simply note that simultaneous solution of this equation set allows 
the determination of the plume rise velocity vp from the W parameter, 

vp = W M, 

where Mj is a scaling parameter. Solution of these equations is carried out in 
BUSCA-JUN91 by the IMSL'33* Runge Kutta integration package DIVPRK. 

2.6 Mass and Heat Transfer Correlations 

Clift et al'12' give correlations for the mass transfer coefficient k^ for spherical 
cap bubbles. The upper, curved surface of the bubble and its flat base are 
treated separately, to give the following overall Sherwood Number 

Sh = M ^ = AE{H284 + ^ 7 l p e -
Dc

 El Ac AF J 

where Pe is the bubble Peclet Number, Pe = UBdE/DG, and 

dE = volume equivalent sphere diameter 
AE = volume equivalent sphere surface area 
A,. = area of upper, curved surface 
AF = area of flat base 
DG = molecular diffusivity of gas 
UB = bubble rise speed 

By analogy, the heat transfer coefficient from t h e spherical cap bubble, kh, is 
given by the Nusselt Number correlation 

N u =kA= A jH284 + a 3 5 7 | P e . 1 / 2 
KG

 E[ A c A F J 
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where Pe' is the heat transfer Peclet Number, Pe' = UBdE/a, KG the thermal 
conductivity of the bubble gas and a is its thermal diffusivity 

<x = — s _ 
PGCpG 

where c ^ is the specific heat capacity of the gas mixture. 

For spherical and oblate ellipsoid bubbles, BUSCA uses the following 
correlations'13», depending on die Reynolds Number 

Re = U B d E ^ 
Tic 

Re < 150: 

Sh = 2 + 0.6 Re1/2Sc1/3 

Nu = 2 + 0.6Re1/2Pr1/3 

Re > 150 : 

Sh = 1.1284VPe 

Nu = 1.1284VP1T 

where Sc and Pr are the Schmidt and Prandtl Numbers respectively, 

Sc = -9&- , Pr = Jc_ 
PGDG PGa 

2.7 Condensation Rate at Pool/Bubble Interface 

In order to calculate the steam condensation/evaporation rate, BUSCA uses 
Sherwood, Pigford and Wilke's'14' expression for the flux of water vapor 
across a phase change interface of area A 

dt \ l - X j 

where 

k- _ MspB k 
m RGTB

 m 

Ms = molecular mass of steam 
pB = total bubble pressure 
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K G = gas constant 
TB = bubble temperature 

kn, = mass transfer coefficient 

X;. = bulk mole fraction of steam in bubble 

XJJJ = mole fraction of steam at the interface 

BUSCA assumes that the bubble interface is in equilibrium with the 
surrounding pool, so that 

X s l=p.. t(Tp)/pB 

Note that this model implies that steam condensation and evaporation are 
driven by the pool temperature, TP, which determines the equilibrium mole 
fraction of steam at the interface. 

2.8 Bubble Enthalpy Equation 

The total bubble enthalpy, H, changes as a result of both conduction of 
sensible heat into the pool and steam condensation/evaporation at the 
bubble surface. The enthalpy rate of change is calculated as: 

<^ = - k h A ( T B - T P ) + h s ^ 
dt v ' dt 

where hs is the specific enthalpy of the outgoing/incoming steam respectively 
and dms/dt is the steam mass transfer rate onto the bubble surface. This is 
calculated at the bubble temperature under condensing conditions and at 
the pool temperature under evaporating conditions. The first term defines 
the heat transfer rate across the bubble surface and the second term 
determines the enthalpy change due to condensation-evaporation at the 
bubble surface. Note that BUSCA assumes that the pool temperature 
remains constant during the time taken for the bubble to rise to the surface. 

2.9 Bubble Temperature Equation 

The rate of change of bubble temperature is derived by differentiating the 
expression for total bubble enthalpy 

H(ms,mN,TB) = mshs(TB) + mNhN(TB) 
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where mN and hN are the mass and specific enthalpy respec lively of the 
non-condensable gases in the bubble. This gives 

^ = _ ! _ { d H eta 
dt <mcp>[dt s B dt 

where <mcp> is the total heat capacity of the bubble, 

< mcp >= msCpg + Xmicpi-
is 

2.10 Bubble Submergence 

The depth of the bubble below the pool surface (z=0) is found by integrating 

dz 
dt 
^ = -UB(t) 

where the initial value of z is specified in the user input. 

2.11 Bubble Breakup Modelling 

BUSCA-JUN91 contains an option for selecting bubble breakup. This model 
automatically breaks up large globules into smaller bubbles depending upon 
certain stability criteria'2®'. A final bubble size is determined from an 
expression for the bubble size distribution developed by Paul et al*29'. Firstly, 
the code determines whether the input gas globule is unstable by applying 
two stability criteria. The first stability level is based on the bubble's Weber 
number. 

PwdE Web = U* 

where, UB is the bubble terminal velocity, relative to surrounding water 

dE is the bubble diameter, 
p is the density of the surrounding water, 
a is the bubble surface tension. 

A critical bubble Weber number is specified and bubble breakup continues 
until individual bubble Weber numbers are below this value. In addition to 
this, the bubble radius is monitored and breakup initiated to ensure the 
radius stays below a level defined by Levied30). This level is defined as, 
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12 

PGP2 

where, pG is the gas density. At breakup the arithmetic mean diameter (mm) 
of the small bubble distribution is calculated from, 

AMBD = 1o(<loglodE> + ll5inogl°wi2) 

where, <log10dE> is the average bubble diameter and log10w is the standard 
deviation of the log-normal bubble size distribution. At present <log10dE> is 
set to 0.75 and log10w is set to 0.173, in accordance with experimental 
results'28'. This breaks each globule into bubbles of diameter 5.6 mm. All 
bubble parameters relating to bubble size are then scaled down to the new 
bubble size. BUSCA then continues to track this smaller bubble to the 
surface. Any further breakup is dealt with in a similar manner if the bubble 
is within a zone near the inlet orifice. Breakup modelling should not be 
confused with the cluster modelling described in Section 2.5. 

3. AEROSOL MODELS 

BUSCA follows the change in the aerosol mass concentration distribution in 
the bubble, p(m,t), due to removal rate, Mm.t), by numerically integrating a 
discrete form of the basic aerosol equation'15' with respect to time, namely 

% - = -X,(t)Pl(t), i = l,...n 
dt 

where 

Pi(t) = pfmj.t), \[t) = A.(r,,t), r, is the radius of a particle of mass mj and n is the 
number of collocation points specified in the user input. The collocation 
points mj are chosen to be equally spaced on a logarithmic mass scale, so 
that 

r i i 
wi=exp|——•tn{mjmx)^ti.x , i = 2,.../i-l 

where n^ and rn,, are the particle masses corresponding to the minimum and 
maximum particle radii specified in the input. This enables the trapezoidal 
rule to be used to calculate the moments of the discretised distribution as a 
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function of time. For example, the mass concentration at time t is 
approximated by 

jp(m,t)dm = h^n^p.ft), 

where h is the spacing between collocation point masses on a logarithmic 
scale. 

The mass concentration distribution, p(m,t), is assumed to initially have a 
lognormal size distribution 

p(m,0) = , Ntot exp -1 l n ( m / m e r 
3 ^ 

where 

Ntot = total number concentration of particles in bubble 
a = tn[ag) 
ag = geometric standard deviation of distribution 
mg = mass of particle with radius rg 

rg = geometric mean radius = r ^ exp(-3a2) 
TSQ = mass median radius . 

The total number concentration can be calculated from 

_ Initial mass in bubble 
tot " < m > VB(0) ) 

where <m> is the number mean mass 

*p[f«?] < m >= mge: 

Having set up the initial aerosol mass distribution. BUSCA then integrates 
the aerosol equation along with the thermal hydraulic equations, taking into 
account the combined effects of jet impaction at the injection orifice, 
diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis, gravitational settling, inertial impaction 
and diffusive deposition. The deposition velocities corresponding to these six 
processes are described below, along with the procedure for calculating their 
net effect on aerosol removal. Note that aerosol agglomeration is not 
considered, since at the mass concentrations of interest (typically 100 g nr3) 
agglomeration is negligible during rise times of a few seconds. The 
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condensation of steam onto aerosols is also neglected in this version of the 
code. 

o. l Jet Impaction at the Orifice 

As soon as gas is injected into the pool, there will be some removal of 
particulate close to the orifice due to inertial impaction. At high flow rates, 
this effect may dominate the other removal mechanisms which occur as the 
bubble rises to the surface. The intention of incorporating the jet impaction 
models similar to the models being used in SPARC and SUPRA is to give the 
user a feeling about the effect of jet impaction on the overall 
decontamination factor, as well as allowing the user to switch off this effect 
completely (IOPID=00). A new model is planned for this particular removal 
mechanism. 

3.1.1 SPARC Model 

SPARC14' uses an empirical correlation based on the following definition of 
the particles' Stokes Numbers, 

st,= ppVdf
 7 

' 18x1.6x1 (T7 

where 

pp = effective particle density 
v = injection velocity 
dj = i'th particle diameter 

This is to be compared with the usual definition of the Stokes Number 

s t _pPvd?C(l/r.) 
9TIGD 

where 

C = Cunningham slip correction factor 
T\G = dynamic viscosity of bubble gas 
D = injection orifice diameter 
i = molecular mean free path in the bubble gas 
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L 2 PBPG. 

pG = gas density 
Tj = i'th particle radius, d t /2 

The SPARC model appears to neglect the slip correction factor and assume 
that 

TIGD = 2x1.6x10 7kgs-2 

Assuming a typical gas viscosity of 1.6xl05 kgm^s 1 , this is equivalent to 
assuming a fixed orifice diameter of 2cm. 

The removal efficiency due to jet impaction before the bubble starts its rise is 
then defined for three Stokes Number regimes : 

(i) O^/St, £0.65868 

Efifi = 1.79182x(3.3437xl0-11)(59244xl0"3,V*' 

(ü) 0.65868 < VSt, < 0.99 

Eff, = 1.05183x(1.4173xl0-6)(42597x10"3'^ 

(iii) JsTt > 0.99 
Eff, = 0.99 

The aerosol decontamination factor (initial mass/mass remaining after 
removal process) is then defined in terms of the efficiency as 

3.1.2 Mercer and Stafford Model 

The model used in the SUPRA code'16' essentially uses the particle Stokes 
Number and experimentally determined round impactor characteristics to 
determine the impaction efficiency. Unlike SPARC, the orifice diameter is 
explicitly employed in the definition of the Stokes Number : 

s _pPvd2C(l/r,) 
9TIGD 
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where the Cunningham correction factor is defined as 

C(£ I r() = 1 +1.257 - + 0.4-exp(-a) 

- — 2 r if this is < 50 a = j £ 
50 otherwise 

It also makes use of another dimensionless group 

8 = d E /2D 

where dE is the volume equivalent sphere diameter of the bubble. Mercer and 
Stafford1371 performed experiments with round impactors by means of latex 
aerosols. SUPRA correlated the impaction efficiency measured by them for 
six ranges of square root of Stokes Number at four ranges of the 
characteristic nozzle dimension. The characteristic nozzle dimension (d) is 
defined to be the jet to plate spacing divided by the jet width. BUSCA 
employs the following description for this dimension: the ratio of the volume 
equivalent bubble diameter to 2 times the orifice diameter. The correlation 
developed for SUPRA is as follows: 

(i) ^StT * 0-3 
Effj = 0 

(ü) 0.3 < Vstj" < 0.58 

8 < 0.75 

7st7 < 0.4 : Eff, 
0.4 < Vst7 < 0.45 : Effj 
0.45 < ^ < 0.55 : Effj 
0.55 < Jst; < 0.58 : Efft 

0.75 < 8 < 1.5 

7st7 * 0.32 : 
0.32 < VSt7^ 0.4 
0.4 < VsT7 £ 0.5 
0.5 < Vst7 < 0.55 
0.55 < J§C{ £ 0.58 

Effj 

Eff, 
Eff, 
Effj 

Eff, 

1 . 5 < 8 < 4 

7St7 -0.3 
167S17-6.3 
0.77S17+0.59 
0.98 

0 
1.25Vst7 -0.4 
87St7-3.1 

1.67^7 +0.1 
0.98 
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JSt" < 0.36: 
0.36 < VSt~ < 0.43 
0.43 < ^/St" < 0.5 
0.5 < ßü~ < 0.55 
0.55 < VSt^ < 0.58 

8 > 4 

^Stj <0.36: 
0.36 < ^/St~ < 0.45 
0.45 < 1ßTi < 0.53 
0.53 < ^/Stj" < 0.58 

Eff, = 0 

Efl* = 1.43VSt7 -0.51 
Efl;= 11.43^^7-4.81 
Efl;= 1.6Vsi7+0.1 
Eff = 0.98 

Effi = 0 
Effi = 1.67Vst7-0.6 
Eff4 = 9.38^St~ -4.07 
Efl;= 1.6Vit~+0.05 

(iii) VStj > 0.58 
Effj = 0.98 

The bubble decontamination factor due to this process for each particle size 
interval is then given by 

DF,= 
1-Eff, 

As a result of this initial jet impaction, the aerosol mass distribution in the 
bubble is immediately reduced to 

p^p.fOJ/DF, 

before the other removal processes start. 

3.2 Diffusiophoresis 

Steam condensation or evaporation at the bubble surface causes the 
diffusion of steam and non-condensable gas and hence their concentration 
gradients within the bubble boundary, as well as the bulk flow of steam 
towards or away from the surface. The net effect of the bulk and diffusive 
flows is often referred to as diffusiophoresis'17', and gives rise to the following 
particle velocity: 

Xs -dm. / dt 
eond XS + 2,X,(M,/MS)1 /2 m 

IKS 

V 
A 
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where Mj and Xj are the molecular mass and mole fraction respectively of the 
i'th non-condensable gas in the bubble, and V and A are the volume and 
surface area of the bubble. The condensation rate dms/dt is defined in 
Section 2.7. It is important to note that v^^ is negative under evaporating 
conditions and then acts against deposition. 

3.3 Thermophoresis 

Thermophoresis is the movement of particles down a temperature gradient. 
Brock<18) derives the following expression for the particle velocity due to this 
effect: 

v j r ) = 3 ^ k h (T3-T P ) c ( £ t r ) B f ( £ f r ) 

2pGTBX KG 

where k, is the heat transfer coefficient, C[£ /r) is the Cunningham correction 
factor for molecular effects and Br[t /r) is the so-called Brock factor: 

C{£ I r) = 1 + 1.246f / r + 0A2£ / r exp(-0.87r / £) 

BT(e , r ) = (KG /Kp+2.481/r) 
(1 + 3t I r){l + 2(KG / Kp + 2.48^ / r)} 

r = particle radius 

I = molecular mean free path in the bubble gas defined to be T|c 
( ic > 

12PBPG 

T|G = dynamic viscosity of bubble gas 
pG = bubble gas density 
Kp = thermal conductivity of the particle 
Kc = bubble gas thermal conductivity 
X = particle mobility shape factor 
pB = total bubble pressure 

Thermophoresis will be most important during bubble release, when the 
temperature difference between the bubble and the pool is greatest. 

3.4 Gravitational Settling 

The terminal velocity of particles falling freely under gravity is given by 
Stokes' Law<9) 
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vg(r) = - n p p g r 3 B ( r ) 

where pp is the effective material density of the particles and B(r) is the 
particle mobility function defined by 

B(r) = — C(£/r) 
67tXTlcr 

X is the mobility shape factor, which is used to correct for non-spherical 
particles. 

3.5 Inertia! Impaction due to Internal Circulation 

Fuchs'19) describes a model for the inertial impaction of particles in a 
spherical bubble due to centrifugal forces set up by the circulation of the 
gas. The centrifugal force is equated to the Stokes' Law drag to give an 
impaction speed of 

9 T T 2 , , sin26 

This form of deposition is assumed to apply over the curved surface of the 
bubble only, not the flat base if the bubble has a spherical shape. 

3.6 Brownian Diffusion 

Fuchs'19» describes an approximate model for diffusive deposition in a 
spherical bubble. This is based on the distance diffused by a particle during 
the contact time of a fluid element with the pool as it circulates the bubble 
between 6 = 45° and 135°. BUSCA uses an adaptation of Fuchs' model for a 
spherical cap geometry, and assumes diffusive deposition takes place 
between 9=10° and 45°. The resultant deposition velocity is taken as 

1/2 

,.«.«#}' i 
I Rc J A d 

in the case of a spherical cap bubble, and 
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in the case of a spherical or ellipsoidal bubble, where Aj is the surface area 
available for diffusive deposition, Dp is the particle diffusivity 

Dp = kTBB(r). 

and k is Boltzmann's constant. Diffusive deposition at the spherical cap base 
is neglected, because of uncertainties in the flow rates in this area. 

3.7 Net Removal Rate During Bubble Rise 

The net deposition velocity to the upper, curved surface of the bubble for a 
particle of radius r is the vectorial sum of the deposition velocities due to 
diffusiophoresis (v^,^), thermophoresis (v^), gravitational settling (vg), inertial 
impaction (vtop) and Brownian diffusion (vd) : 

vM = v ^ + v,,, - vgcos 0 + v ^ +vd 

Note that gravitational settling acts away from the upper surface and thus 
inhibits deposition there. Similarly, diffusiophoresis acts away from the 
bubble surface when evaporation rather than condensation is taking place, 
and thermophoresis also retards deposition if the injected gas is cooler than 
the pool. At some critical angle, 0 ^ , dependent on particle size, vfr) may 
vanish and the effective area for deposition will be reduced. If we express vimp 

as c.sin2©, then cos 8crit is a solution of the quadratic equation 

2a a _ b+c _ 
cos 8+ —cos6 = 0 

c c 
where 

a = vg 
b = Vcnd + v^+Vd 
c = vimp/ s in2e ' 

Hence, since I cos01 must be less than one, 

subject to the restriction that 0 < 0crit < 0 where 0 is the bubble semi-angle. 
The circumstances under which this solution must be over-ridden are 
detailed below. 
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(i) 1 + 4c(b+c)/a2 < 0 : 

Physically, this means that the combined effects of diffusiophoresis, 
thermophoresis, inertial impaction and diffusion are insufficient to cancel 
out sedimentation anywhere on the upper surface of the bubble, and no 
deposition takes place here. Consequently we set 8crtt equal to the bubble 
semi-angle : 

(Ü) cos ecrit > l 

This means that the other removal mechanisms are sufficient to cancel out 
sedimentation over the whole upper, curved surface of the bubble, so we set 

<U = 0°. 

(ml e ^ < io° or ecrtt > <j> - io° 

Diffusive deposition is only assumed to take place over the area between 
9= 10° and <J>-10°. Consequently, if 0 ^ is first of all calculated to lie outside 
this range, then it must be re-calculated with vd = 0. 

The net deposition velocity to the bubble base is taken to be 

v(r) = vcond+v th+vsed , 

provided this is positive. Otherwise, evaporation is canceling out the positive 
removal mechanisms, and v(r) is set to zero. 

4. SOLUBLE GAS REMOVAL MODEL 

As well as modelling the removal of aerosol particles from bubbles, BUSCA 
also treats the diffusion of a trace contaminant from a predominantly 
insoluble gas bubble. Clough et aF°> derive an analytical solution for 
spherical cap bubbles rising through water. This includes the effect of the 
quasi-stagnant wake which builds up beneath the flat base of the bubble, 
inhibiting the removal process. The much simpler solution applicable to a 
spherical bubble is derived as a special case. This section summarizes the 
physical situation considered by BUSCA, and the soluble gas 
decontamination factors applicable to spherical cap and spherical 
geometries. 
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Consider a bubble of radius of curvature F^ which is rising with speed UB 

relative to a surrounding water pool. As it rises, a circulation pattern is set 
up inside the bubble, and two boundary layers are formed along the curved 
surface of the bubble, one on the gas-side of the bubble pool interface and 
one on the liquid-side. Let C(t) be the bulk concentration of contaminant in 
the bubble , and let cG and cL be the concentrations in the gas- and 
liquid-side boundary layers respectively. Then the two coupled diffusion 
equations governing the flux of contaminant from the curved surface of the 
bubble are 

dc. Be, _ o2c, 
— + u n — = L \ — 2 9s " on 9n 

" s ^ T + U n ^ D , — £ . 0 < n < ~ 

3cr dcc n 32cr 

subject to the boundary conditions 

(i) cL -» 0 as n -> «> 

(ii) cG -» C(t) as n -» -oo 

(iii) cG=HncL on n = 0 (Henry's Law) 

(iv) D G ^ - = D L ^ o n n = 0 (conünuity) 
an an 

where us and un are the velocity components normal to and parallel to the 

curved surface, u s = — U sinö, un = -3 U—, DL and DG are the liquid- and 
2i 6 

gas-side diffusivities, and Hn is the inverse of the partition coefficient of the 
contaminant. 

The difiusivities of I2 in the steam-air mixtures and in water are adopted 
from WASH-1400'37'. The diffusivity in the steam-air mixture is defined as: 

2 Y ^ + ^ 
DA D S 

where 

YA = mole fraction of air 
YB = mole fraction of steam 
DA = 2.03-10-5 (T,K)i-5/(p,Atm) Wa cmVs 
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Ds = 3.24-10-5(T.K)15/(PAtm)/Ws 

Wa = 0.7075 + 141.73/T. K 
Ws = 0.7075 + 454.72/T, K 

In order to calculate the bulk concentration of contaminant in the bubble as 
a function of time, we also need to consider the diffusion of contaminant 
through the bubble's flat base. If we assume that the bubble wake is 
essentially stagnant, then cL satisfies the diffusion equation for 
time-dependent concentration in a semi-infinite region 

dt L dz2 

subject to the boundary conditions 

(i) cL(z,t) = Hn_1C(t) o n z = 0 (Henry's Law) 

(ii) cL(z,t)-»0 a s z - » « 

(iii) cL(z,t) = 0 a t t = 0 

where z is measured vertically downwards from the base of the bubble. Note 
that the first condition assumes that there is no laminar boundary layer on 
the gas-side of the flat base, so that the bulk concentration extends down to 
the interface with the wake. 

The bulk concentration of contaminant in the bubble, C(t), is governed by 
the conservation equation 

A { C V } = -FC-FF 

where F c and FF are the flux of contaminant through the curved surface of 
the bubble and the flat base. Clough et al solve these equations using 
Laplace transforms to give C(t) in terms of complimentary error functions. 

However, provided that the characteristic time-scale for diffusion through the 
curved surface, t, is small compared to the bubble rise time, tR, the 
asymptotic form of the complimentary error function'21) for large argument 
can be used to give a decontamination factor of 
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in the case of a spherical cap bubble, where 

_n l / 2 ßR 5 / 4 (Hn + (DL/DG)1/2) 
T" 6DL

1 / 2 g1'4 m ' 
3 1 

6 = 1 — c o s * + —cos3 <t>, 
2 2 

f(0) L3 3 
cos<{> 

1/2 

(l-cos<t>) 

and 

1/2J/2 
>.= 

s i n ^ D ^ x 1 

2ßR(Hn + (DL/DG)1/2) 

The special case X = 0 corresponds to a spherical bubble (<f> = 180 ). The 
decontamination factor in this case is well-known and given by the 
exponential form 

DF = 
C(0) 
C(t) 

= e l / t 
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5. INPUT AND OUTPUT 

5.1 Input Requirements 

BUSCA reads its input in free-format from a data file on Unit 1. The input 
data file may contain any number of comment lines, starting with a 
character C in the first column, but the data items are expected in a certain 
order, as described below. Each data item must be separated by at least one 
blank space; commas are not valid separators. 

The first line of data should contain the values of the following three 
parameters, in S.I. units : 

TP Pool temperature (assumed constant during rise). K 
DEPTH Submergence of injection orifice, m 
PO Pressure above the pool surface, Pa 

The second line contains the values of IOPIB, IOPBV, IOPSH, IOPBK and 
IOPID, which select various user options as follows : 

IOPIB Initial bubble volume option 
000 initial bubble volume is specified by user, without flow rates 

(original BUSCA) 
m70 initial bubble volume specified by the user, alongwith flow 

rates, 
mnl initial bubble size is calculated using orifice diameter, inlet flow 

rate and number of orifices 
m i l Ramkrishnan et al's theoretical model 
m21 EPRI horizontal vent correlation 
m31 EPRI vertical vent correlation 
m41 SPARC horizontal vent correlation 
m51 SPARC downcomer vent model 
m61 SPARC quencher model 

lnp flow rate to be specified in kg s-1 
2np flow rate to be specified in m3s-1 . 

IOPBV Bubble rise speed options 
XYO Relative to surrounding water: 
XYO - Wallis' 5-regime correlations 
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XY1 spherical bubble 
XY2 oblate ellipsoid bubble 
XY3 spherical cap bubble with varying semi-angle 
XY4 spherical cap bubble with fixed 550 semi-angle (original 

BUSCA model). 
Relative to stationary observer: 

00Z no entrained water 
1YZ Bubble cluster rise velocity 

10Z Colder's model 
11Z GEC's model 

2YZ Bubble plume rise velocity 
20Z Sjoen's model 

IOPSH Bubble shape option 
00 dynamic shape calculation based on Reynolds Number and 

Eotwos Number 
nO bubble geometry is calculated using user selected shape as 

follows : 
10 spherical bubble 
20 oblate ellipsoid bubble 
30 spherical cap bubble with varying semi-angle 
40 spherical cap bubble with fixed 550 semi-angle (original 

BUSCA model) . 
N.B. IOPSH and IOPBV should be consistent with one another. If they 

are inconsistent, then IOPSH is overridden. 

IOPBK Bubble break-up option 
00 no break-up 
10 final bubble size fits EPRI data (6 mm diameter) - not yet 

implemented 
11 final bubble size fits EIR (Loetcher) data- not yet implemented 
12 user input size distribution- not yet implemented 
20 Calvo's bubble breakup model. 

IOPID Jet impaction at the entrance option 
00 jet impaction not considered 
01 SPARC model 
02 EPRI-SUPRA model 

N.B. If this model is used, then IOPIB must be lnpor 2np, since 
injection flow rate must be specified. 
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The next line of data depends on what option has been selected with IOPIB. 
If IOPIB = 000, then the initial bubble volume must be specified by the user, 
and the next data items expected are : 

BVOL Initial bubble volume, m3 

TBUB Initial bubble temperature, K .ip 

Otherwise, information concerning the injection orifice and flow rate must be 
supplied : 

DIA diameter of injection orifice(s), m 

NHOLE number of injection orifices 

RATE injection flow rate (units must agree with IOPIB) 

TBUB initial bubble temperature, K 

The next three lines of input define the initial composition of the bubble gas. 

NG number of gases described in the next two lines. 

GASES, names of gases initially present in bubble. 
i=l,NG 

Permissible names of gases are : 

H20 C02 N2 CO H2 02 12 HI AR 

It is unnecessary to include steam (H20) in the list of gases, since this is 
automatically added to the list if omitted. The third line relating to inlet gas 
specifies 

Initial aerosol size distribution in the bubble : 

AMASS initial mass of aerosol in the bubble, kg 

R50 mass median radius of the initial aerosol distribution, m 

SIGMAG geometric standard deviation of the initial aerosol distribution 

This line is followed by data required for the discretisation process : 

RMIN minimum particle size retained in the discretisation process, m 

RMAX maximum particle size retained in the discretisation process, m 

INT number of particle size intervals considered 
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The next line specifies the physical properties of the aerosol particles : 

RHOP effective material density of the particles, allowing for porosity, 
kgnr 3 

KAPPAP thermal conductivity of particles, J m^s^K1. This is required for 
the thermophoresis calculation 

BSF particle mobility shape factor. This is <1 for non-spherical 

particles. 

Finally, the user must specify time step information, in pairs : 

TOUT. DT TOUT is an output time (s) and DT is the üme step length up to 
this time (s). 

5.2 Output Streams 

The main output from BUSCA is sent to a file specified by the user on Unit 3. 
This includes the initial conditions supplied by the input file, as well as all 
the main parameters at each output time TOUT and at the time the bubble 
breaks the pool surface. 

Output Channel 7 corresponds to a summary table which tabulates : 

mass of steam in bubble, nig (kg) 

bubble temperature, TB (K) 

bubble volume, VB (m3) 

bubble submergence, z (m) 

aerosol decontamination factor, DF 

versus time (s). Data is tabulated at the main output times as above, plus 
every 11 time steps. 

There is also a facility for sending data to a plotting file. This uses Unit 2. 
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6. SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

Figure 3 shows the subroutine structure of the BUSCA code. In this section, 
we provide a brief description of what each subroutine does. 

BUSCA 

This is the main program of the BUSCA code. It calls INITIAL to read in the 
input, and calculates any removal of aerosol due to jet impaction at the 
orifice. The Gears method numerical integration routine (IMSL routine 
DIVPAG) is called repeatedly to integrate between specified output times, 
until the bubble reaches the pool surface (z=0) when the program stops. 
BUSCA calls output routines which send data to the output files. 

INITIAL 

INITIAL'S main purpose is to read free format data from the input file. It also 
calculates the initial bubble size if required. 

SPRCID 

This subroutine defines SPARC'S jet impaction removal rate at the orifice 
using SPARC model. 

EPRJID 

This subroutine defines SUPRA's jet impaction removal rate at the orifice 
using Mercer and Stafford model. 

ODES 

This is the core of BUSCA, where the ordinary differential equations 
governing the thermal hydraulic behaviour of the bubble are defined. It also 
calls REMOVE, where the aerosol removal equations are defined. 

REMOVE 

REMOVE defines the aerosol removal equations, which are coupled to the 

thermal hydraulics. 
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AERODF 

This subroutine calculates the aerosol decontamination factor by comparing 
the current aerosol mass distribution with the original one. A DF is 
calculated for each size interval, as well as the overall distribution. 

C05WHE 

This routine is used to find the mass median mass of the aerosol 
distribution. 

CHMM50 

CHMM50 calculates the cummulative mass density of the discrete aerosol 
disribution up to mass m, then subtracts half the total mass density. When 
the result is zero, m = m50-

CHMFEO 

This is the finite element integration routine used to locate m50-

LGNORM 

Function LGNORM defines the lognormal distribution in order to calculate 
the initial aerosol distribution from the input parameters. 

I2DF 

I2DF calculates the DF for any iodine vapour in the bubble, as well as 
up-dating the number of moles of iodine in the bubble gas for the gas 
properties routines. 

INTERP 

INTERP is used to interpolate linearly between given values of the partition 
coefficient of iodine as a function of temperature. 

BVOLUM 

BVOLUM calculates the initial bubble volume using one of three 
user-specified models. 
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INBUBV 

This routine calculates the initial bubble volume using a theoretical model 
due to Ramakrishnan(2). First it calculates an expansion size, then a final 
size at detachment. 

BVOLE 

Calculates the bubble volume at the end of its expansion phase. 

BVOLF 

Calculates the final bubble size at the time of its detachment from the orifice. 

EPRI 

The initial bubble volume correlations derived from the EPRI hydrodynamics 
experiments are defined here. 

SPARC 

The initial bubble volume correlations taken from the SPARC code are 
defined here. 

BSHAP 

This subroutine calculates the geometric parameters of the bubble, either 
assuming a user specified bubble shape or using a dynamically calculated 
shape. 

BSHAPE 

This is where the bubble shape may be calculated dynamically, using its 

Eotwos Number. 

BBVEL 

This routine calculates the bubble rise speed, either using its geometric 
characteristics or using Wallis' 5-regime map. 

WALLIS 
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WALLIS defines the five-regime map for calculating the bubble rise speed. 

RHOL 

Function RHOL calculates the density of the pool water as a function of 
temperature. 

SIGMAW 

Function SIGMAW calculates the surface tension of the pool against the 
bubble as a function of temperature. 

VISCDW 

Function VISCDW calculates the dynamic viscosity of the pool as a function 
of temperature. 

CONDUC 

This subroutine calculates the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of 
the bubble gas mixture as a function of temperature. 

INTER 

This subroutine is used to interpolate linearly between specified values of the 
thermal conductivity of the bubble gases. 

PSTRM 

PSTRM sends the full output to the file specified on Unit 3 . 

PSTRM2 

PSTRM2 sends the summary table output to the file specified on Unit 7. 

PSTRM3 

This subroutine gives the values of other parameters, to study the bubble 
rise velocity. 

PSTRM4 
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This subroutine gives the values of the aerosol removal velocity for different 
processes. 

PSTRM5 

This subroutine gives values of the other parameters, to study the bubble 
position. 

JACOB 

This routine can be used to define the Jacobian of the ODE's exphcitly if 
preferred, otherwise it is just a dummy routine. 

READIN 

This routine reads in one line of input data. 

DECODE 

This splits one line of input data into REAL, INTEGER and CHARACTER 
parts. 

ICHECK 

This routine identifies INTEGER data items. 

RCHECK 

This routine identifies REAL data items. 

BRKUP 

This subroutine calculates the arithmetic average bubble surface area and 
bubble volume, when the unstable globules break up. 

CLUSTR 

This subroutine calculates the rise speed of bubble clusters. Two model 
options are available - if the wrong option is selected, an error message is 
returned. These models calculate absolute rise velocities which determine 
gas residence time. The relative gas-liquid velocity remains the same, so 
aerosol removal processes are unaffected. 
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PLUME 

This subroutine calculates the rise speed of a plume of bubbles. It is based 
on Sjoen's paper on underwater gas/oil well blowouts, but with a few 
variable names changed. It is assumed that the velocity of the bubble relative 
the water remains as before, so that the aerosol removal processes are 
unaffected. The plume rise velocity changes the rise time only. 

FCTPL 

Defines Sjoen's differential equations for the plume. 

OUTPL 

Processes the output from the ODE solver for Sjoen's plume model. 
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7. APPENDIX 

Material Properties 

Steam Saturation Pressure 

The saturation line used in BUSCA was taken from the UK Steam Tables'22': 

psat(T) = 2.212x107exp 1-8 
l + k6(l-6) + k 7 ( l - e f k8(l-8)2 + k9 

where 

8 = T/647.3 

k2 =-7.691234564 

ka =-2.808023696x10 

kg =-1.681706546xl02 

k4 =6.423285504x10 

kg =-1.189646225xl02 

k6 
k7 
k8 = 
kg 

4.167117320 

2.097506760x10 

109 

6 

Steam Saturation Temperature 

The pool temperature is not allowed to exceed the steam saturation 
temperature at any depth. This is calculated from the following expression'23' 

TMt = 99.9p; 
0.261947 - 0.057169(ps - 3)2 - 0.287072 + 273.2 

where ps = po/105 . 

Density of Water 

The density of the pool is calculated using the German Steam Table'23' 
correlations when T < 99°C and SPARC'S expression'4' above this 
temperature. 

T, °C p, kgnr 3 

15 
25 
50 
75 

< 

< 

< 

< 

T 
T 
T 
T 
T 

< 

< 

< 

< 

< 

15 
25 
50 
75 
99 

1.004593351X103 

1.010299709x103 
1.018527659x103 

1.02359987X103 

1.02535796X103 

- 0.6705 
- 0.6705 
- 0.6705 
- 0.6705 
- 0.6705 

T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
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T > 99 1.03421x103 - 0.759 T 

Viscosity of Water 

The viscosity of the pool is calculated using the following correlation123': 

„ = { Sf 0 6 6 2.3276lxl0-6kg m-V1 

IT1207+49.21 J & 

where T is supplied in °C. 

Surface Tension of Bubble 

The surface tension of the bubble is calculated using the following 
expression'23': 

r T l1256 

a H0.57792 \ (0.15063 + 2.3x10 4T) Nm'1 

[ 647.15 J 

where T is supplied in °C. 

Dynamic Viscosity of Gas Mixture 

Reid, Prausnitz and Sherwood124' give the following expression for calculating 
the dynamic viscosity of pure gases : 

, , = 0.176 W,RcT)- 1 
NAc? fl}(T) 

where 

Mt = molecular mass of gas i 

RQ = gas constant 
NA = Avagadro's Number 
ct = characteristic diameter of gas i 
Qj(T) is the so-called collision integral of gas i, which Reid et al give as 

fi,(T) = A(T;rB + Cexp(-DT;) + Eexp(-FT;j + 0.25? /T,' 

where 
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k 

Si 

A 

D 

= Boltzmann's constant 
= characteristic energy of gas i 
= polarity constant 
= 1.16145, B = 0.14874, C = 0.52487, 
= 0.77320, E = 2.16178, F = 2.43787. 

£j/k, 8i and oi are defined as follows for the nine possible input gases 

steam 
co2 
N2 

CO 
H2 

o2 

h 
HI 
AT 

£i/k 
(K) 

775.0 
195.2 
71.4 
91.7 
59.7 

106.7 
474.2 

0.0 
0.0 

8, 

1.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

6 
(m) 

2.520xl01o 
3.941x101° 
3.798x10-10 
3.690x10 i0 

2.827xlO-io 
3.467x10-1° 
5.169x10-10 
0.0 
0.0 

BUSCA uses this expression for all the gases except steam, for which it 
uses*24': 

ns = (0.039(T - 273.2) + 8.0964)xl0"6 

The relevant individual viscosities are then combined as follows to give the 
bubble gas mixture viscosity: 

*1B = X 
X,TI i'ii 

X*A 

where 

Xj = mole fraction of gas i 

fty = (Tl./Tl/^S.jA 

A j - HuM./1/2 1 + 
2(1 

M, 

+ M,) 

- M - 5 

; (1 + My045) 
+ (1 + M , J W / 2 J 

My = Mi/Mj 
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-|l/4 

(l + M- l)(l + MJ 

S1; = 

0 if gases i and j are both non - polar 

otherwise 
1 + (T ;T ; ) 1 / 2 +0 .258^ 

{(1 + T; + 0.258f) (1 + Tj* + 0.25Ö2)} 

Molecular Diffusivity of Gas Mixture 

BUSCA uses a generalisation of Reid, Prausnitz and Sherwood's method(24) to 
calculate the diffusivity of the bubble gas mixture as a function of 
temperature: 

DG = 
5.876x10'24 

1 V 

M s+£M,/(n-l) 
1/2 

•»3/2 

MsriM. 
y/(n-I) 

. i*s J 

P B Q G 

where 

o*! = characteristic diameter of gas i 
QG = collision integral of gas mixture, evaluated using 

T* = — where -S- = 
*° k 

-ll/n 

n| 
The diffusivity in the water (spray-drops) using the standard Wile-Chang f34' 
relationship is defined as: 

DL = 

where 

(7.4xlQ-*)(xML)I/2T)(K) 2 ,cm / sec 
HLv 

0.6 

x = degree of solvent association =2.6 for water 
ML = molecular weight of solvent 

(iL = solvent viscosity 

v = molar volume of diffusion substance = 71.5 cm3 /gmole for iodine 

The partition coeffiecient is taken from '39) and is defined using the following 

table: 
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Temperature 

CK 

25 

50 

75 

100 

125 

150 

Partition 

CoefiBecient 

83.17 

29.51 

14.45 

9.23 

7.24 

6.60 

Thermal Conductivity of Gas Mixture 

BUSCA interpolates between given values*25! of the thermal conductivity, K, 
at certain temperatures in order to derive the appropriate value for pure 
steam or iodine vapour as a function of temperature : 

T, K 

283.2 
303.2 
323.2 
343.2 
363.2 
400.0 
600.0 

steam 

0.0144 
0.016 
0.0175 
0.0191 
0.0208 
0.0249 
0.10048 

iodine vapour 

0.0024838 
0.0027138 
0.0029438 
0.0031738 
0.0034038 
0.003827 
0.006127 

r the other gases, it uses the MATREL method'26»: 

K, = K./T0' 

where the constants K,j and a, are defined below. 

co2 
N2 
CO 
H2 

0 2 

9.46x10-« 
5.314xl0-4 

1.403X10-4 

1.097x10-3 
1.853x10-* 

1.312 
0.6898 
0.9090 
0.8785 
0.8729 

Oi 

The individual thermal conductivities are then combined to give the bubble 
gas mixture thermal conductivity 
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Ko = I -

J*l [ 

K|X, 

1 + 2.4KM, - MJ)(Mi - 0.142Mj) 

(Mi + Mj)2 

where 

{l+(K t/KJ)
1/2(M i/MJ)

1/4}2 

y « " 2 3 / 2 ( l + M 1 / M j )
1 / 2 

Specific Heat Capacity of Gas Mixture 

The specific heat capacities of each individual gas in the bubble are 
estimated using CORCON-MOD2's correlations'27': 

cp,(T) = (c.1 + c1I,T+cCIT
2 + clU/T2)/B«I1 (Jkg^K1) 

where Mi is the molecular mass of gas i and the coefficients c^, cbi, ccl and c^ 
are defined below. 

steam 
C0 2 

N2 

CO 
H2 

o2 
h 
HI 
Ar 

26.4887 
44.3536 
26.6467 
27.3389 
25.5870 
30.4049 
0.5808 

0.0 
0.0 

1.7049X10-2 

1.2386x10 2 
6.9789X10-3 

6.7386xl0- 3 

5.1247x10-3 
4.8956x10-3 
8.8374x10-6 
0.0 
0.0 

-2.4265x10^ 
-2.1071x10-6 
-1.1587x10-6 

-1.1361X10-6 

-4.3639x10"7 

-5.6723x10-7 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.9324x10s 

-1.0153xl06 

2.6919X104 

-3.2019xl04 

1.7447x105 
-2.4629x105 
9.6175x102 
0.0 
0.0 

The individual specific heat capacities are then combined to give the gas 
mixture heat capacity 

XmicP< 
c =-L 

m, 
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8. NOMENCLATURE 

Ac 
AD 

AE 

AT 
B(r) 
cpG 
C[(/T) 
C(t) 
dd 

dE 
d 
D 

DG 

DL 

Dp 
e 
Eo 
EoB 

g 
h 
H 
Hn 
k 
K 
^m 

KG 

Kp 
t 
m* 
M 
Mo 
n 
NA 
Nu 
Po 
PB 

Psat 
Pe 
9 
r 
r 50 

Re 
RG 

RE 
Re 
Sh 

curved surface area of bubble 
area available for diffusive deposition 
volume equivalent sphere area 
area of flat bubble base 
particle mobility function 
specific heat capacity of bubble gas 
Cunningham slip correction factor 
bulk concentration of contaminant in bubble 
detachment diameter 
volume equivalent sphere diameter 
particle diameter 
injection orifice diameter 

gas diff jsivity 
liquid diffusivity 
particle diffusivity 
eccentricity of ellipsoid 
orifice Eotwos Number 
bubble Eotwos Number 
gravitational acceleration 
specific enthalpy 
total bubble enthalpy 
Henry's Law constant 
Boltzmann's constant = 1.3805X10"23 J K1 

heat transfer coefficient 
mass transfer coefficient 
thermal conductivity of bubble gas 
thermal conductivity of particles 
molecular mean free path in the bubble gas 
mass of steam in bubble 
molecular mass 
Morton Number 
number of m^les in bubble 
Avagadro's constant = 6.023x1023 mol1 

Nusselt Number 
pressure at pool surface 
total bubble pressure 
saturation pressure of bubble steam 
Peclet Number 
volumetric gas flow rate 
radius of particle 
mass median radius of aerosol distribution 
radius of curvature of bubble 
gas constant = 8.3147 J K-imoW 
volume equivalent sphere radius 
bubble Reynolds Number 
Sherwood Number 
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St Stokes Number 
T B bubble temperature 
Tp pool temperature 
U B bubble rise speed relative to sur rounding water 
v gas injection flow velocity 
vc c luster rise velocity 
vp p lume rise velocity 
VB bubble volume 
We orifice Weber Number 
Wes bubble Weber Number 
X mole fraction 
z depth of b u b b l e below surface 

a void fraction 
A, removal r a t e of part icles 
<)> bubble semi-angle 
T| dynamic viscosity of pool 
T\C dynamic viscosity of b u b b l e gas 
£ pool dens i ty 
£o bubble gas density 
t p effective particle density 
o bubble surface tension 
ag geometric standard deviation of aerosol distribution 
X particle mobility shape factor 
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FIGURE 1 
Oblate ellipsoid geometry 



FIGURE 2 
Spherical cap geometry 
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FIGURES 
Subroutine Structure of BUSCA Code 
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